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County Council Partnership with
BT – A Reflection on the First Year
It is twelve months since the County Council
completed its procurement for the first stage
of the Superfast Northamptonshire project and
appointed BT as its preferred
telecommunications partner. This secured a
capital funding of £11.4m collectively from the
County Council, the Department for Culture
Media and Sport and BT to invest in fibrebased broadband in the period up to 2015.
A lot has happened in the last year and the roll
out plans are now coming forward at a pace.
Tonia Eales is the Senior Openreach Project
Manager working with BT and the County
Council on the project. Openreach is
essentially the infrastructure arm of BT and is a
key partner in the project.

Openreach Engineers join County Cllr Andre
Gonzalez de Savage at a new fibre Cabinet in
Towcester
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Tonia leads the engineer teams working on the
ground to deploy the fibre networks and
coordinates the work of planning and
surveying teams.
Below, Tonia reflects on what has been
achieved as Superfast Northamptonshire
celebrates its first birthday.
“It is now a year since the Superfast
Northamptonshire project was launched to
provide high speed broadband to more than
50,000 homes and businesses across the
county, as part of the Government’s
Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK) programme.
For the first six months there wasn’t a lot for
people to see on the ground as our planning
and surveying teams worked out exactly where
the new fibre optic cable, underground ducts
and street cabinets needed to go.
With the planning work for the first phase of
the project now behind us the building work
has begun in earnest and, like the first green
shoots of Spring, our new fibre cabinets have
been going up in towns and villages across the
county.

From the left: County Council Leader with
Communications Minister Ed Vaizey, County Cllr Andre
Gonzalez de Savage and Bill Murhpy, NGA Managing
Director for BT celebrate the roll out launch in
Towcester

By the end of February we had enabled a total
of 33 cabinets serving 9,341 premises. By the
end of this month and the project’s first
anniversary, we will have completed this initial
phase of the rollout and installed a total of 41
cabinets serving 11,328 premises. As part of
this first deployment Openreach engineers will
have laid around 90 kilometres of optical fibre
cable.

Last month marked the passing of an
important milestone with the switching on of
the first fibre powered green cabinet in
Towcester. We now have just one cabinet left
out of the 15 being upgraded in the town and
that is due to be switched on by the end of
March.
We have also switched on new fibre cabinets
across the county serving parts of the
communities in Long Bucky, Braunston,
Blisworth, Weedon, Paulerspury and
Silverstone. A further two cabinets will be up
and running in the village of Pattishall over the
coming weeks.

A lot of planning and surveying has gone into
deciding where these new fibre cabs end up.
This can be a difficult task because the new
cabinets must be within 100 metres of the
existing copper cabinets, be close to a suitable
power supply and comply with all necessary
safety and street work regulations. The new
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green cabinets bring a smaller version of the
broadband equipment from the telephone
exchange into your street so, unlike copper
cabinets, these need to be connected to a
suitable power supply at all times. Bringing the
equipment closer to the user and connecting
back to the exchange by fibre enables service
providers to offer superfast broadband speeds
over the network.

to stretch from Northampton to the heart of
London. This next phase will be deployed
between now and June.
To ensure we always stay one step ahead, the
Openreach team has already started survey
work for phase three of the rollout – news on
this will be reported on the Superfast
Northamptonshire project website soon and
you will start to see activity from June 2014.

Copper will still be the final link i.e. from the
cabinet to your home or business – this is
known as a Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC)
solution. We have to link up the new fibre
cabinet with the nearby copper cabinet so that
people can get both a landline telephone and
fibre broadband service.
I should also point out that some residents and
businesses are not connected to a copper
cabinet in the street but are instead connected
directly to the exchange – an ‘exchange only’
line. We do have a solution to offer superfast
broadband services to ‘exchange only’ lines
which involves building a new copper cabinet
in the street as well as the new superfast
broadband cabinet. This solution takes longer
to plan and deliver so these elements of the
deployment plan will be picked up in later
phases.
While our engineers have been busy building,
our planners and surveyors have been working
out where we go next and have now
earmarked a further twelve exchange areas for
the next phase of the rollout. These are:
Bozeat, Brixworth, Broughton, Byfield, Clopton,
Cogenhoe, Kingsthorpe, Kislingbury,
Northampton, Oundle, Thrapston and Yardley
Hastings. Engineers will install around 125km
of new fibre optic cable from these exchanges
to link up with 70 new fibre cabinets serving
around 17,750 premises. This is enough fibre

Residents and businesses need to remember
that upgrades to superfast broadband are not
automatic. If you would like a faster service
then you will need to check availability with
your current internet service provider or shop
around to find the best deals to switch to and
then place an order with them.
It may interest you to know that both myself
and the Openreach team working on this
project are all residents of Northamptonshire we are especially proud and excited to be part
of something that will have such a major
impact on the whole county – and even on our
own doorsteps.”
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Fibre Live! Roll Out News
The big build is underway and is gathering a
pace. By the end of February 33 fibre cabinets
serving over 9,300 premises had delivered by
BT enabling the first local residents and
business to take up superfast services, and
ahead of schedule.

above 24Mbps. These will be reported as
delivery and testing progresses as part of the
project assurance processes.
Now the build has begun you will see the total
numbers of premises passed begin to
significantly increase. Progress will be reported
regularly on the project website.

Table 1 provides details of which communities
are already benefitting.
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Look out for the Superfast Northamptonshire
sticker on green street cabinets in your area. If
you see one this means it’s a new fibre cabinet
which is already supporting superfast services.
If you live or work nearby, this could benefit
you!

Not all premises in these communities fall
within this first wave; some may come forward
later in the programme when the network is
extended further through additional
investment. The premises passed figures at this
stage represent those connected to upgraded
fibre enabled cabinets. This is not how many
people have then taken up services nor how
many are able to access superfast services
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To find out how you go about ordering
superfast services, either ask your current
internet provider or go to www.superfastopenreach.co.uk/buy-it-now to find out more
about what is available to you.
Coming Soon
Planning and surveys for a further 70 cabinets
is reaching completion (Table 2) and work is
already underway to build the network spine
and to stand and power the new fibre cabinets.
If all progress to plan, with no unforeseen
issues arising, these will serve around 17,750
premises and should be live for services by
June 2014.
Table 2:
Cabinet location
Bozeat

Cabinets Being
Planned & Surveyed
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Brixworth

6

Broughton

6

Byfield

6

Clopton

1

Cogenhoe

2

Kingsthorpe

5

Kislingbury

7

Northampton
Oundle
Thrapston
Yardley Hastings
Total

Our interactive “When and Where”
deployment map will continue to be updated
with the latest information on a regular basis.
The deployment map overleaf shows how we
currently expect plans to come forward based
on information known at this time. Please keep
checking the site for all of the latest
developments and any changes to plans which
may occur.

Superfast Benefits Welcomed by
Local Business
Local businessman Peter Shackell became one
of the first people in the county to benefit from
superfast broadband following the launch of
the first tranche of new fibre powered green
cabinets to ‘go live’ in Towcester last month.
Peter, who runs the 5 Stars Highcroft House
boutique bed & breakfast with his wife Karen,
in central Towcester, has seen more than a
fivefold increase in his broadband speed after
signing up with BT’s Infinity service.
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Peter, 61, told how fibre broadband was now
essential for attracting and retaining customers
as well as helping to make huge efficiency
savings in how he runs his business.

70
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He said: “We’ve always offered guests free wifi
access in the rooms. These days almost
everyone seems to have a portable device to
stay online, like an iPhone, tablet or laptop and
they are using them more often. With my old
broadband that meant running the risk of
people’s connections dropping out or the
speeds being slow with so many people
wanting to use it at the same time. With
superfast broadband that isn’t an issue. Most
of our trade is repeat business so broadband is
a key ingredient in keeping people coming
back.”
“Our business guests want to do the same and
will often have a work meeting with colleagues
or customers using a broadband video link.”
As well as keeping customers happy, Peter is
also planning to create an additional revenue
stream for his business off the back of his
superfast connection.
And Peter is looking to improve the online
experience still further with some additions to
Highcroft House’s own website
http://www.highcrofthouse.co.uk/

most remote areas of the county where the
challenge and cost to deliver fibre based
broadband may be higher.
The county council received 102 responses
from the 350 NFU farmers in
Northamptonshire. The survey results showed
that 85% of the farmers would definitely or be
very likely to take up a superfast service if it
was available. 53% thought a faster service
would improve communications with their
suppliers.
3.8Mbps was the average speed experienced
by the survey participants, with 82% of the
responding farmers experiencing current
broadband speeds of less than 5Mbps.
As an extra incentive to respond to the survey,
the County Council teamed up with the NFU’s
partner, Avonline Broadband, to offer entry
into a prize draw to win a one year free
satellite service supporting speeds of up to
20mbps.

“Having superfast broadband makes it much
quicker and easier to upload images and other
content which means we can put up a lot more
high quality pictures or maybe even offer
visitors a virtual tour of the hotel.”

Farmers Survey and Satellite
Demonstrator
As part of our effort to understand and register
demand for superfast broadband, the County
Council partnered with the National Farmers
Union (NFU) to survey views from
Northamptonshire’s farming community. The
farming community is often located in the

KM Wilkinson and Son who farm in Glapthorn
near Oundle won the prize draw.
Avonline Broadband installed the satellite at
Bruce Wilkinson’s farm in December 2013. The
installation and the before and after
broadband service experience was captured on
film, including Bruce’s ‘Australian Connection’.
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Service speeds recorded on the day rose from
around 4Mbps to 17Mbps. The speeds have
been reliably high ever since.
Bruce was able to stream a video for the first
time about his Australian cousin, an Olympic
swimmer, without the interruption of buffering
caused by his slow connection.
You can see Bruce’s experience of the satellite
broadband installation here.
Bruce and his Wife Liz mostly farm Miscanthus
on their 500 hectares of land near Oundle.
Bruce said that “Farmers are increasingly
required to return reports to DEFRA1 online
and for many that is a real problem so fast
reliable broadband is very important.”
Bruce and his family are now seeing the
benefits from satellite broadband. He is able
to access a wider range of online services,
including BBC I-Player, and can complete
official business responses on line more
quickly.

significant speed uplifts and may be an
attractive option for some people who are
looking for an immediate solution whilst fibre
networks are still being rolled out.
For more details about the services Avonline
provide please visit
www.avonlinebroadband.co.uk/packages/
Avonline is only one of a number of satellite
service providers in the UK. To find out more
about other satellite service providers, and to
compare services and charges, then Google
‘satellite broadband providers’ on the
internet. If you are interested in taking up a
service you will need to contact one of the
service providers directly to arrange to take up
a service contract.

Under the Spotlight with
Hellermann Tyton
Northamptonshire is home to a number of
businesses in the supply chain for broadband
technology and the telecoms industry. Our
new ‘Under the Spotlight’ feature highlights
their contribution to the county’s economy.
First under the spotlight is Hellermann Tyton.

Left to Right: Sophie Corke- NFU, Andre Gonzalez de SavageCabinet member for Public Protection, Strategic
Infrastructure & Economic Growth at Northamptonshire
County Council, Bruce Wilkinson- KM Wilkinson and
Son, Mark Wynn- Managing Director at Avonline

Satellite is not recognised as ‘Next Generation
Access’ infrastructure but it can deliver
1

Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Hellermann Tyton is a British business
with operations in 34 countries worldwide.
HellermannTyton Data Ltd, with offices and
manufacturing facilities on Brackmills in
Northampton, is the company’s ‘Connectivity
Centre of Excellence’. The company was
established in 1988 and supports over 100 jobs
locally.
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blown-fibre applications, or pre-configured
with splitters and connectors, reducing
installation times and costs.

HellermannTyton is an established leader in
the design and manufacture of innovative
network infrastructure solutions serving both
the broadband and data centre markets, with a
large customer base including Virgin Media,
BskyB and Colt.
HellermannTyton’s network connectivity
activities are part of the HellermannTyton
Group PLC, which serves global
communications, construction, electrical,
automotive and aerospace markets.
At its Northampton base, the company designs
and manufacture’s Local Area Network (LAN)
and fibre broadband infrastructure solutions
for the UK and export markets. In particular,
they are a leader in fibre optic splice closures,
the joints at the core of any fibre network. The
fibre closures are critical to the operation of a
network - the closures protect the fibre splices
and must continue in operation, maintenance
free, for many years and often operating in
harsh environments. HellermannTyton pride
themselves on the quality and performance of
their products across all ranges.
HellermannTyton have developed a number of
broadband solutions specifically for Fibre to
the Cabinet (FTTC) and Fibre to the Premise
(FTTP) projects and applications. With a broad
range of closures, HellermannTyton have a
suitable product for installations of any scale.
From up to 864 fibres in the largest Universal
Fibre Closure down to 36 fibres with the
smallest Fibre Small Tray closure. The closures
can also be supplied pre-tubed to support

HellermannTyton have been involved with
many FTTC/P projects from large nationwide
roll outs to small rural village installations. The
company also provided the closures supporting
the broadcast networks for all of the London
2012 Olympic venues.
HellermannTyton are members of the FTTH
Council Europe, the Fibreoptic Industry
Association and INCA (The Independent
Networks Cooperative Association).

Smallest ‘Fibre tray closure’ manufactured by
HellermannTyton

News in Brief
Read on for highlights about what has been
happening and in the press since our last
Newsletter was published in December 2013...
Multi-Million Boost to Northamptonshire’s
Superfast Broadband Plans
On 25th February 2014, Government
announced how its £250m Superfast Extension
Programme (SEP) would be allocated across
the UK. This will support further broadband
deployment in the period from 2015-2017.
Northamptonshire’s indicative allocation was
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£3.64m which needs to be matched locally to
secure the funds. The County Council
committed a further £2m to the Superfast
Northamptonshire project at its Cabinet
meeting on 11 March 2014. This is on top of
the £4.08m committed in the period up to
2015.
The County Council is seeking significant
contributions from local partners including the
district and borough councils to secure further
roll out in their areas, and Northamptonshire
Enterprise Partnership through its Strategic
Economic Plan bid to Government.
Cabinet agreed to seek a higher SEP allocation
for Northamptonshire. The County Council
submitted an Expression of Interest for £5.5m
this month. Competition for funding will be
high nationally. The outcome will be known as
Funding Requests, to be submitted between
now and the end of June once match funding is
formally secured, are decided on by
Government.
Superfast Plans for Northampton Waterside
Enterprise Zone
In recent months, the County Council, working
with the Borough Council, has led discussions
with government in a bid to secure additional
funding for the Northampton Waterside
Enterprise Zone (NWEZ). In January 2014,
Government confirmed a commitment of up to
£300,000 to support the deployment of fibre
broadband across NWEZ and recognised
stretching local targets for the Zone including
provision for speeds of 50Mbps or more. A
telecoms partner to deliver the network
upgrade will be procured by the County
Council over the summer 2014.

Intervention Area for Superfast
Northamptonshire to be Reviewed
Because broadband would normally be
delivered by the commercial telecoms market,
there are rules which govern how and where
the public sector can invest. The County
Council needs to consult telecoms suppliers to
determine their commercial plans looking
ahead to the next three years. This
consultation, known as an Open Market
Review (OMR), is undertaken immediately
before a procurement when public funds are
tendered to secure a broadband network
solution. This ensures that public funds are
only invested where the market has no viable
plans for the foreseeable future.
The County Council first undertook an OMR in
summer 2012. These plans are now being
reviewed and assessed against the latest
Government technology guidelines to
determine the scope of the eligible
Intervention Area for the next stage of the
project. The new map should be published in
April 2014 for consultation with the market.
Once determined locally, the proposed
Intervention Area has to be approved by the
Government’s National Competency Centre
which oversees the UK Broadband State Aid
Scheme.
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Promoting Commercial Investment in
Northamptonshire
The Superfast Northamptonshire Access to
Finance initiative (A2F) was launched in
November 2013. The initiative offers fully
secured loans on a commercial basis to enable
suppliers with a proven track record to invest
commercially in areas where superfast
solutions have yet to be secured. Two suppliers
were shortlisted following an Expression of
Interest in December 2013. These were
Warwicknet and Gigaclear. The suppliers are
now completing Full Applications. More news
will follow on the outcome.
A2F has the potential to expedite coverage to a
number of communities and business parks
whilst reducing the burden on the public sector
funding gap as County Council investment will
be repaid in full. It is excellent news that the
initiative is attracting further interest from the
wider telecoms market in Northamptonshire as
a place to invest.

Communications Minister Meets with Corby
Businesses
On 3rd February, Corby Business Group met
with Communications Minister Ed Vaizey to
highlight the impact of poor broadband on
businesses in the town. The County Council
and Corby Borough Council also joined the
meeting which was arranged by Tom
Pursglove, Conservative Parliamentary

Candidate for Corby and East
Northamptonshire.
A fast, reliable and affordable broadband
service was highlighted as crucial to enable
local business to operate effectively, grow and
to stay in Corby.
The high level of demand across Corby
business parks was first highlighted to the
County Council in response to its demand
registration survey for business which reported
in October last year. The County Council has
since been promoting Northamptonshire and
its business parks to the wider telecoms
market as a good place to invest, including
through the Access to Finance initiative. Local
business park, Corby Business Gate, has also
since secured a supplier partner Warwicknet
Ltd to serve businesses on the park. Services
are expected to be available in the next couple
of months.
Jon Earnshaw, Chief Operating Officer at
Warwicknet said: “We specialise in serving
business parks and industrial estates and
Warwicknet has significant experience in this
field. We understand how crucial reliable and
fast broadband connectivity is to business
success. Warwicknet is pleased to provide a
fibre solution for Corby Gate and to make our
first commercial investment in
Northamptonshire.”
The County Council joined a second meeting
with Minister Ed Vaizey, Corby Business Group
and the Borough Council along with BT earlier
this month to discuss BT’s commercial plans in
the area and further solution options.
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Business connectivity is a key priority within
the Northamptonshire Next Generation
Strategy. Solutions and initiatives in support of
business will be coming forward through the
next stage of the Superfast Northamptonshire
project, including working with our partner BT
and other suppliers. More news on this will
follow.
Deployment plans secured through the County
Council’s current partnership with BT provides
for around 3,000 businesses to benefit from
access superfast services by 2015.

See the Latest Project Update Report to
Cabinet
An update report on Superfast
Northamptonshire was presented to Cabinet
on 11 March 2014 (Item 7). You can find it by
clicking here or go to the County Council’s
website at www.northamptonshire.gov.uk and
look up Cabinet on the A-Z links.

How to stay in touch
To keep up to date with the latest news on the
Superfast Northamptonshire project please
visit the project site at
www.superfastnorthamptonshire.net
Or for further information please email
bigidea@northamptonshire.gov.uk

Or by post please contact:
Superfast Northamptonshire Project Team
Northamptonshire County Council
Room 272 County Hall
Northampton
NN1 1DN

Follow us on Twitter at:
@SFastNorthants
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